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From the editor

A Place to Call Home

T

here’s a common theme in the homes featured in this issue,
and it’s that the homeowners searched high and low until
they found their perfect spot to call home. They began with
a blank slate and created something all their own. Their
homes reflect their lifestyles, their environments and their
futures. And of course, they had their respective architects
and builders to get them there.
After many years of collaborating on design-build projects, Dominique
Levesque and Nathan Winchester scored again with a home that caught the eyes
of NEST Modern co-owner John Allison and Tim Packard, who is in builder sales.
Being no strangers to great design, they appreciated the bold exterior and the
open layout. However, it was the garage door that sealed the deal.
In a bold move from the East Coast to Cordillera Ranch, homeowners called
on Craig McMahon to design their new home in a way that reflected historic
German designs from the area but with a modern twist. Instead of a traditional
front door, a grand yet private courtyard is the main entrance, as well as a main
living area.
Tired of riding out the storms in Houston, and ready to retire near Austin, one
couple and their architect Travis Albrecht spent six very patient years designing
a contemporary Hill Country home. It’s everything they wanted, and to quote the
homeowners, it’s “a killer house.” I agree.
When it comes to the holidays and a new year just around the corner, wine,
creative centerpieces, outdoor fireplaces and, especially in my case, new foods and
restaurants to try, are top on the list. Learn a little more about each in this issue.
On a final note, please check out our Facebook and Instagram pages for more
inspiring photos and ideas!
As we move through the holiday season, everyone at Home Design & Décor
magazine wishes you a most wonderful, healthy and fresh start to the brand
new year.
Happy Holidays,

Trisha Doucette

On The Cover:
Well-curated furnishings complement this clean and
modern home designed by Nathan Winchester and
built by Dominique Levesque. Page 20
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A MODERN
COLLABORATION
By Claudia Alarcon Photography by Andrea Calo

After a long and frustrating search for a new home that had taken
them all over Austin for weeks, a garage door changed John
Allison’s and Tim Packard’s fortunes. The handcrafted mahogany
door with stainless steel inlays attracted them to a modern house on
Piedmont Avenue, in the heart of the Crestview neighborhood.
20 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |
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L

ocal builder Dominique Levesque and his
wife and business partner Barbara have
lived in the area for more than 20 years.
Once a working class neighborhood of
modest homes built in the 1930s, Crestview is now a coveted, trending neighborhood with a wide range of residents and architectural styles.
Their company, Dominique Levesque Construction, has built
and remodeled over 40 houses here, embracing a philosophy
that makes them fun to design and build, as well as accessible
to more people.
Designed by architect Nathan Winchester, the house that

22 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

Allison and Packard found is a 3,000-square-foot, four-bedroom, two-and-a-half bath open plan concept that is both
modern and livable. Allison is co-owner of NEST Modern,
an Austin furniture and design showroom, and Packard
works in sales for a large national homebuilder, so they have
unique insights and knowledge of the residential market.
Winchester and Levesque have been good friends for many
years and have collaborated on a number of builds over the
last 15 years, both on custom homes and spec projects such
as this one. This project originated from the beginnings of a
custom design they were working on, but the owners bought
the house during the process.

DECEMBER 2017 / JANUARY 2018

“Nathan has partnered with us on many of our projects,”
says Barbara Levesque. “He was a natural choice, since we all
work well together. Dom and Nathan integrate their strengths,
opinions and ideas from the very start of the process. Nathan
comes up with some initial sketches, and then they discuss
floor plans, functionality, building materials and best building practices for the particular style they’re trying to achieve.
Dom especially has a hand in choosing materials and the finishes. He makes those decisions in the field as the project progresses — like plumbing fixtures, appliances, sinks, flooring,
tile, etc. That kind of process can work when you’re building
on spec and not for a specific client.”

“Dom and I have worked on a few dozen projects together.
We knew we were off to a good start with this one and we decided to transfer these initial concepts to a spec house,” says
Winchester. “Like most projects in central Austin, working
with the existing trees and thin lots is typical. The simple
and elongated forms blended easily with narrow lot lines,
and the existing ash trees in front are a nice organic contrast
to the smooth white stucco and simple geometry. The white
stucco of the main shape was contrasted by slick, darker
metal-cladded supporting forms to the sides. A recession in
the front left corner of the stucco element became an infill of
mahogany and glass, and a focal point of the design.” Simple
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rectangular shapes define living spaces and when viewed
from the street, the largest form on the site comprises the
living, dining and kitchen rooms in a lineal arrangement on
the first floor.
“Besides the garage door, we loved the design of the home
with its bold façade,” says Allison. “Also the simple floor plan
with the kitchen open to the living room, and the master bedroom in the back with no upstairs [rooms] above it.” The smart
floor plan was designed for privacy and comfort, with a floor
level master suite to the rear off the main living space. The
guest bedrooms are accessed through a stairway in the double-height front vestibule, which acts as a front porch enclosed
24 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

by glass with views to the street. The landing serves as a small
lounge or work area for guests.
“The home was completed when we bought it, but we worked
with Dom and Barbara to add kitchen tile and landscaping upgrades,” says Allison. “We also added a few of our own upgrades
by changing lighting, fans and cabinet hardware.”
The couple also added a pool and deck to accommodate
their love for entertaining as part of an outdoor living area that
is soon to be complete with outdoor kitchen and shower. The
neighborhood’s established trees provide shade and privacy,
enhanced by umbrellas that are secured directly into the deck.
The Levesques worked on the landscape in the front and back
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yards, and some of the finish out in the patio area. This inviting space becomes the heart of the home in the summertime.
To keep it cool and energy efficient, the home is insulated with
spray foam insulation and has a high efficiency HVAC system
and a steel roof.
Inside, the space is bright and sunlit, which accents the
oak flooring and mahogany cabinets in the kitchen and
baths. Details like small built-in shelves turn corners and
nooks into functional spaces, adding interest and housing
the couple’s many interesting objects and artworks. “All the
furnishings in the home are from NEST Modern, along with
some vintage and family pieces,” says Allison. “I guess my

[interior design] process comes from my passion for good
Italian design mixed with mid-Century pieces and love for
collecting original art. I also focus on comfort and fabrics and
finishes that will hold up to family, friends and two dogs.
Some of my favorite pieces are the Good Egg chair by Milo
Baughman in the master, a reclaimed four hundred year old
slab of cypress coffee table in the living room and the Dance
of the Dragons painting by Sandy Whitby in the dining room.”
Functional details include a storage bench in the mudroom
adjacent to the garage and utility room, as well as storage
for the belongings of the couple’s canine companions, Luna
and Marley.
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The Levesques also had a hand in that special garage
door. It was handcrafted by Hill Country Doors & Woodworks, a company that Dominique owns that creates artisan quality, solid wood and steel doors to be incorporated
into his projects (and those of others). The door added not
only functionality but also the distinctive style that ultimately sold the home. u
ARCHITECT Nathan Winchester Designs
979-823-4039 | www.winchester-designs.com
BUILDER Dominique Levesque Construction
512-633-1419 | www.dominiquelevesque.com
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Living
LARGE
By Angela Rabke
Photography by Dror Baldinger

Many of the newly constructed homes in Boerne’s scenic Cordillera Ranch
are designed around a very generous footprint. This house,
a 3,600-square-foot gem located in the subdivision and designed by
San Antonio architect Craig McMahon, proves that you can achieve the
same sense of space and privacy with a more compact site and design.
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M

cMahon’s East Coast clients were
keen to establish a centrally located
retreat for family gatherings with
their West Coast kids. One of the
owners grew up in the Texas Hill
Country and was looking to build
a modern home that reflected Texas’ architectural tradition
with honesty. Inspired by memories of Texas ranches and Hill
Country landscapes, Cordillera Ranch was an ideal location to
build their gathering spot. The family appreciated the development’s proximity to the Guadalupe River, as well as the focus
on outdoor activities like fly fishing, equestrian activities, tennis, swimming and golf. They settled on a 1.1-acre site with
lots of trees and a view of the famed Jack Nicklaus golf course.
The long and narrow lot, bookended by two larger homes, had
a gentle 25-foot slope and provided some interesting design
challenges that ultimately led to a beautiful and light-filled
courtyard solution.
It was important for the couple that the primary living space
be a single story without stairs. Keeping that in mind, McMahon divided the four-bedroom, four-and-a-half bath home into
two living units, and utilized a plateau area midway up the
hill to create the courtyard entry area for the two-bedroom,
two-and-a-half-bath main home. Surrounded by trees, and set
back from the street, the placement provides a privacy screen
for the courtyard entrance, where the main entry opens into
a completely transparent living space rather than a traditional
front door. Complete with plenty of outdoor seating, a striking fire pit and steel water feature, the intimate and uniquely
scaled main living courtyard became the primary focus of the
entry sequence, with owners and visitors driving up to find
the private sanctuary in the center.
The home feels quite contemporary, yet is unquestionably
influenced by historical Texas architecture. Limestone, quarried in nearby Sisterdale, carries through to interior walls
from the exterior, and is deeply reminiscent of the historic
German homes sprinkled throughout the Texas Hill Country. Douglas Fir ceilings, doors and trim add warmth to every
detail and are stained to complement the refined Texas color
palette. The roof feels as if it is floating over the living room,
using key clamp support instead of traditional columns, which
would have disrupted the nature-filled views. Each room in the
house has its own private access to the courtyard patio area.
“While the house is 3,600 feet, it lives so much bigger,” says
McMahon. “Without the glass, you might as well be outside.”
The main design feature of the home is the uniquely placed
living room. The all-glass single-wide room extends the indoor/outdoor courtyard and continues directly to the cantilevered deck, offering dramatic raised views to the golf course.
The weathered steel guardrail is reminiscent of Texas barn
design and allows for privacy from the interior spaces while
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maintaining the panoramic views. Despite its transparency,
the house offers the family plenty of privacy, and gives the
owners and their guests the option to retreat to their own
personal spaces. A stand-alone two-bedroom, two-bath guesthouse includes a small kitchenette and living space, and remains connected to the main house through landscaping and
outdoor living spaces. The design team assisted during the
original clearing of the lot, which was full of cedar and hidden
oak trees, to insure that the mature oaks trees were preserved
and incorporated into the final plans.
The galley kitchen is organized entirely to maximize the
sweeping views. A Mondrian-esque arrangement of recycled
glass tiles sourced at Materials Marketing is installed on the
wall. McMahon notes that kitchens don’t usually have such
large, uninterrupted wall space. “The use of an induction
stove-top eliminated the need for a hood vent, allowing us to
create this large art wall, and again enabling clear views to
the outdoors. Without a gas stove, we were able to have more
counter space and room for food preparation.” A large island
anchors the space, and includes the induction cook top and a
second stainless steel trough sink.
A media and library room separates the living room from
the master bedroom and allows the owners to watch TV or en34 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

joy a fire before turning in. Like the living spaces, the master
suite offers elevated views of the golf course through its 8’ x 8’
large main window. All of the windows and doors in the home
are highly insulated aluminum La Cantina products, which
helps the structure achieve an optimal thermal performance
despite Texas’ extreme heat.
An especially unique feature of the home is a centrally located “laundry suite” that has a direct view to the courtyard,
and is prominently placed rather than being tucked away in
a back room. This space allows for the families to “meet in
the middle” of the home. Just connected is the main home’s
second bedroom/home office — complete with barn doors to
allow for a very open and interconnected space when needed.
The house is a prime example of what can be achieved with
smart space planning. By listening to the client’s goals and
working with the site and landscape, the team developed a
unique and inviting design that gives every inhabitant plenty
of privacy and lots of space, as well as every opportunity to
come together and enjoy the stunning natural setting of the
surrounding Texas Hill Country. u
ARCHITECT Craig McMahon Architects
210-320-3451 | www.cmarchtx.com
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FROM HOUSTON

to the Hill Country
A couple’s contemporary home is up on a hill and away from it all.
By Mauri Elbel Photography by James Bruce Photography
36 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |
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When Kim Clifford and Lee Blanton were pondering
the perfect spot to retire, they knew the area they wanted
to leave before they knew the place they wanted to go.

T

he couple, who worked as a lawyer and engineer for Shell Oil Company until retirement, survived two hurricanes together
in Houston. They evacuated before Hurricane Rita but got caught in the historical
gridlock, which turned what would have
been a 3-hour commute to seek shelter with family in New
Braunfels into a 17-hour bumper-to-bumper nightmare. Vowing not to do that again, the two opted to stay put when Hurricane Ike hit three years later, boarding up their 1950’s contemporary glass home that backed up to a branch of Houston’s
Buffalo Bayou and hunkering down to endure the storm. Surveying the damage that surrounded afterward, they decided

that they didn’t have it in them to evacuate nor ride out another storm when the next one hit. After mentally crossing off
a list of potential places to retire, they set their sights on the
serene, undulating landscape of the Texas Hill Country.
“It was really the hurricanes in Houston that drove us to the
Hill Country,” says Clifford. “We had always enjoyed coming
to Austin — the weather isn’t as humid as Houston, we loved
the warmth, the sunshine and the terrain. It is very quiet and
you get these expansive views — I think we found the best of
both worlds out here.”
But the move didn’t happen overnight. Rather, the couple’s
story is testament to the old adage “good things come to those
who wait” that was years in the making. It all began six years
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before they planned to retire when they stumbled on a 2.8acre property in 2009, which wasn’t for sale.
“It wasn’t even a lot our realtor had shown us,” says Clifford. “But Lee wandered off. He found this lot up on the hill
with 270 degrees of unobstructed views and nice trees with a
big open spot we could build on. Our realtor said it wasn’t for
sale, but we were successful in getting this spectacular lot.”
Tucked between Bee Caves and Dripping Springs in an unincorporated area of Travis County, the property represented
a perfect compromise between Clifford’s desire to be located
within a subdivision and Blanton’s preference for wide open
spaces. Because there were no deadlines requiring them to
build on the land by a set date, time was on their side and
Blanton began mocking up a rough floorplan while they began
their search for an architect. Through a mutual connection,
they were introduced to Travis Albrecht, AIA, a senior architect at Gensler, a global architecture and design firm. Since the
couple wanted to hire an Austin-based architect and weren’t in
a hurry to build, the partnership proved to be a mutually beneficial one — Albrecht, who worked as a full-time commercial
architect, could design the house as his schedule permitted
while Clifford and Blanton could take their time contemplating exactly what they envisioned their forever home to be.
38 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

From the beginning, they knew they wanted a house with a
lot of glass that took advantage of the views from every room.
Rooted in its place, the couple’s sprawling contemporary home,
designed by Albrecht and built by Olson Defendorf Custom
Homes, keeps the natural beauty of the site at the forefront of
the design. Whether cooking, dining or simply relaxing in the
main living space, the home frames a postcard-worthy view of
the zero-level pool and the rolling green hills that spill out just
beyond. A folding wall of glass can open up the entire space from
the living room to the kitchen, providing an open-air experience
while you are still indoors — a design concept the homeowners
now appreciate from the moment they walk inside.
“The first thing that goes through my mind when we go
through the front door is ‘wow this is a killer house’,” says
Blanton. “Secondly, when you come in and get over the shock
of what a killer house this is, you don’t feel like you’ve gone
inside. It is almost like you are still outside. In this house, you
don’t have to go outside to enjoy the views — you can enjoy
them from every room.”
Because the couple had the luxury of languishing in the
design phase, it gave them the time to contemplate the way
they wanted to live throughout their retirement years. As a
result, the home expanded and evolved with their visions. In
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addition to bedrooms and main living spaces, the 6,081-square-foot
home features his and her media
rooms, a large office, exercise room
and sleeping loft, 3-car garage, and
a wood shop and auto shop where
Blanton pursues his hobbies.
“People always come here and
say this home is way too big for
the two of us, but our budget has
downsized us for our entire lives,
and I didn’t want to downsize this,”
says Blanton. “Taking four years
to design a home is a luxury most
people don’t have and most architects won’t tolerate, but by doing
this, we were able to pay a lot more attention to detail and get
things the way they should be.”
“The main public wing, with glass walls on three sides, is
probably one of the most successful parts of the design,” says
Albrecht. “It’s a move that brings in ample natural light and
creates a lofty calming feel — it’s more like a pavilion than an
enclosed room.”
“From the get go, they talked about how much they loved
light and windows,” adds Albrecht. “Being mindful of that, I
wanted the house to be very open feeling, not just in the plan,
but how it looked out toward the site. It wasn’t that every
room had to have the killer view out. It was that every room
had to have the right view suited to its use.”
For example, the home’s main public space housing the
kitchen, living and dining areas is oriented toward uninterrupted Hill Country views. But step back into the bedroom
wing, and the view looks out to a cluster of oak trees on the
property for a calmer, more private feel. In the auto shop, Al-

brecht placed the windows up high
so that when Blanton is down on the
ground working on cars, he could
look up and enjoy the big blue Hill
Country sky above.
“The way we arranged the house
was successful, too,” Albrecht says.
“The house is arranged into three
wings — two that house the more
private and secluded functions of the
house such as garage/auto shop, exercise room, entertainment rooms, bedrooms and office, and the third situated in the middle that is all about the
entry and gathering together.”
Crafted with a palette of regional
materials, the home reflects the spirit
of the Hill Country. Clear stained cypress forms the eaves of the exterior
roof soffits, tying the outside into the
interiors where wooden ceilings expand above the voluminous space.
Outside, gray and blue Lueders limestone, cool white stucco and clean
lines are mixed with brown stack
bond brick and gabled forms to provide warmth and balance to an otherwise modern design.
“All of these details and moments
are why Kim and Lee feel like they
are still outside,” says Albrecht.
“There is not only glass all around
you, as opposed to one single window oriented at a specific view, but a
continuity of materials between inside and out that becomes
apparent as you move throughout the house.”
To ease the difficulty of having an architect in Austin and
clients in Houston, Blanton, an engineer and self-proclaimed
frustrated aspiring architect, taught himself to use Revit, the
same software Albrecht worked in. For most of the construction phase, Blanton stayed on site daily because the modern
design was not an easy one to execute and the building process was complex.
“This house doesn’t look like anybody else’s house, which is
a credit to Travis that he’s not stuck in the box of what everyone else’s house looks like,” says Blanton. “He created something very unique and it is personalized to us, but on the other
hand, it was not easy to build. A lot of times the builder said
‘I’ll have to think about how we are going to do that’.”
But the couple ultimately ended up with a home they couldn’t
be more pleased with. Throughout the house, the spaces are
crafted to accommodate the people who live in them. The auto
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shop and stand-alone wood shop are central to Blanton’s hobbies and passions. The ample use of glass speaks to Clifford’s
desire to live in a home filled with sunlight. Even on cloudy,
gray days, she says they rarely turn on the lights — even in the
closets, which don’t extend all the way to the ceiling in order
to allow natural light to funnel in. The hallways function more
like galleries to display their impressive art collection than pathways leading from one space to the next. Since Clifford loves
cooking, she wanted to be able to enjoy the views while in the
kitchen so she had Albrecht design the stove top and sink into
the island so she’d never have to cook facing the wall.
When Hurricane Harvey hit Houston and pummeled the
rest of the Texas Coast earlier this year, Clifford and Blanton
could finally breathe a sigh of relief from their stunning contemporary home built high on a hill and away from it all.
“Living up on this hill, we feel like we are far from all the
troubles of the world,” says Clifford. “We have our own little
sanctuary up here. It is tranquil; it is so nice and quiet. It is
very relaxing when it’s just us, and it’s a great house for entertaining when we open up the doors to the outside.” u
ARCHITECT Travis Albrecht
830-708-1153 | eat.architecture@gmail.com
BUILDER Olson Defendorf Custom Homes
512-243-6508 | www.odcustomhomes.com
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INTERIORS

Catrina’s Parade of Homes Furniture
on sale now at Discounted Prices!
32840 IH-10 West • Boerne, Texas 78006
830.331.9010 • 210.535.3070 • www.CatrinasInteriors.com

profile | design board

STEPHANIE
VILLAVICENCIO, ASID
BELLA VILLA
DESIGN STUDIO
We recently redesigned a dark
master bedroom into a brighter and
updated inviting retreat. Replacing a
matched set of furniture with softer and lighter pieces which
complement each other lends interest to the room. A silver
thread grasscloth provides a beautiful textured backdrop for
the comfortable upholstered bed with polished nickel details
and elegant mirrored nightstands. Mist colored linen draperies and a plush rug with a silky pattern add subtle relaxing
color to the space, and remote controlled shades provide room
darkening privacy. Peacock blue and silver accessories along
with a sunburst mirror and clear shaped glass lamps were
added for color and sparkle.
Our firm tailors each project to our clients’ needs and wishes to form a distinctive space for them. Function and style are
woven together while a mixture of classic with current pieces
creates a unique ambiance. We often design custom-made elements so they fit perfectly into our compositions. u
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AWARD-WINNING
INTERIOR DESIGN
custom homes • lofts
spec homes • commercial
Stephanie J. Villavicencio, ASID

512.443.3200

Texas Registered Interior Designer

www.bellavillads.com

your local Design Build Firm
servicing the greater Boerne
and Texas Hill Country, as well
as North San Antonio.

Specializing in:
Architectural color rendered master plans that
include brilliant images and plant descriptions
outlining 10 months of color with a balance of
evergreen and deciduous foliage containing
movement resulting in a low maintenance,
drought tolerant and deer resistant landscape.

Other Features:
• Irrigation Installation and Repair
(including water efficient drip irrigation,
smart systems and wifi capability)
• Outdoor Kitchens
• Outdoor Lighting

Stop in and see us, our associates are ready to assist you.
32255 IH 10 Wes t, Boer n e, TX 78006

|

Tel: 830. 816 . 3 2 0 0

|

www.acacialandscapeanddesi gn. com

Fa x: 8 3 0 . 2 4 9 . 3 0 9 0

• Hardscape
(including Fire Pits, Seat Walls, Retaining Walls,
Flagstone Patios, Stained and Stamped Concrete,
Arbors, Pergolas, Split Rail Cedar Fencing, and more)

design | Jaimie Anand Interiors

Designing
Outside the Box
By Julie Catalano Photography by Rob Cantu
The challenge was real. First, take 213 apartment units in the Barton Springs area of Austin and upgrade them to condominiums.
Then, find an interior designer to create just the right look for eight model units to show prospective buyers. Check and check.
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nterior designer Jaimie Anand, owner of Jaimie
Anand Interiors in Austin, had never done anything on this scale before, much less on the timetable the new owners/developers presented. “We
started in May of 2017, and were finished in less
than four weeks. They had to open up and they
needed it done.”
And done it was. The project with this killer timeline was
Zilkr on the Park Condominiums, about as close to Zilker Park
as one can get — literally steps away from one of Austin’s
most popular greenbelt neighborhoods. The former complexturned-condos project was a mix of studio, one- and two-bedroom units ranging in size from 538 to 1,300 square feet.
Anand enthusiastically dug in, mixing it up with four of
the model units using variations on her own contemporary
themes, with the other half featuring Western, European

and Traditional styles. Her goal was to create a clean, airy ambience in each space
that allowed viewers to picture themselves
living there, and that meant striking a balance between not enough and too much.
The condensed timeline also meant keeping it simple.
“It’s why we used a lot of local places
that had stock on hand,” she says, “No time
to wait four to six weeks for furniture delivery.” And definitely no time for custom
furnishings. Still, Anand looked for distinctive pieces, often using HomeGoods. “A lot
of vendors, when they’re low in stock, go
ahead and send it to HomeGoods.” Collectic Home was another favorite. “Basically
they carry all different vendors in a showroom, and then I ordered a lot online.”
In the dramatic Safari model, the open floor plan is shown
to its best advantage by placing a dark espresso elevated dining table and stools from Target® to illustrate how the room
doubles as a living/dining space. Behind the sofa is beautiful
textured wallpaper from MDC Wallcoverings in Indigo; the
dark blue is echoed across the room with textured velvet curtains from HomeGoods in Indigo. A gold finish mirror from
Renwil Design hangs above the console table from Collectic
Home. The wool area rug is from HomeGoods.
The bedroom continues the drama with a touch of whimsy,
courtesy of oversized gold resin lips from Renwil Design (“one
of my favorite things to use,” says Anand), perched over the
double bed with padded headboard and footboard from Rooms
To Go. Walls are painted in off-white Aria, with an accent wall
in Flagstone, both by Pittsburgh Paints.
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Abstract artwork sets
off the corner of the room,
where a modern chair from
Eurway in white vinyl
is right at home under a
white-on-white print from
HomeGoods. An abstract
work in mustard and white
from Renwil Design hangs
over a white lacquer console table with chrome accents from New Pacific Direct (NPD) Furniture.
In the Transitional Glam
model, Anand capitalized on the abundant natural light in a
unit that looks out to Barton Skyway. “This is an indoor building,” she says, “with indoor hallways and stairs, so I needed to
switch out some of the fixtures to improve the lighting. People
don’t often think to change lighting fixtures but it makes a big
difference.” The white leather sofas are from Rooms To Go,
and the two armless chairs were from the previous owner. The
area rug is from HomeGoods.
The sleek, efficient kitchen features black cabinetry that
nicely plays off the hardwood style floor. “It’s very long and
open,” says Anand, “a good size.” Granite countertops are
standard in every unit, as are stainless appliances and track
lighting. “I ended up changing out pendants and chandeliers
throughout,” using local showroom Lighting Inc. A bistro
table and chairs at one end creates a cozy breakfast nook.
“It’s a very functional space but it doesn’t tie up the room,”
says Anand. “These units are bigger than they look, but it’s
the way you size and place your furniture that maximizes
the space.”
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The Modern Glam model
features “a lot of pinks,”
but Anand kept that as a
surprise element in the
ultra-cool bedroom. The
queen bed boasts plush
bedding, serene on the
outside — and neon pink
on the inside. “I thought
bright pink sheets would
be a nice surprise from the
predictable grey and white,
and people seemed to like
it.” The over bed wall art is
from Renwil Design and plays off the metallic sheen of the
bedding. The tufted ottoman is from TOV Furniture.
Small spaces can be challenging, says Anand, but says the
Zilkr project was “very fun, so much fun to experiment with
different styles.” The project also let her exercise her downsizing chops, a subject on which she spoke at the Statesman
ATX50 Speaker Series in October held at Zilkr on the Park —
and a trend that’s here to stay.
“It’s about removing all the clutter, getting rid of things
you haven’t seen or used in years. When decorating in a
small space, think up instead of out. Use items that serve
double duty, like storage ottomans with lids.” A favorite tip
is tucking a dresser or vanity out of sight. “I put a six-drawer
dresser inside a closet here, with room to still hang clothes
above it. Even the smallest units here have walk-in closets.
They are a must.” u
JAIMIE ANAND INTERIORS
512-573-2484 | www.jaimieanand.com
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trends | outdoor fireplaces

Outdoor hearths that bring people together.

W

hether it’s the familiarity of
a simple iconic campfire or
the luxury of an outdoor living
space, there is something about
an outdoor fireplace that brings
family and friends together for a
true night of enjoyment. From stone and stucco structures to
brick wood-burning ovens, these tips for outdoor fireplaces
are sure to keep you warm this winter.

FORM
The first thing to consider is whether you’d like a portable
fireplace or a permanent one. Portable hearths offer endless
options for placement in a backyard, and they come in a variety of designs and finishes. A permanent fireplace can be custom-designed and either added on to your home or created in
its very own location. A fire pit is a happy medium, offering a
comfy campfire feel with a permanence that’s separate from
the home.
FUNCTION
How do you plan to use your fireplace? An outdoor fireplace
will immediately become the focal point in your outdoor setting so make the location part of your entertaining area where
guests can comfortably mingle and relax. If you plan to cook

in your fireplace, you’ll need to incorporate a space for cooking prep and utensil storage.
FINISH
Common materials for both freestanding and built-in outdoor fireplaces are stone, stucco, tile and brick. You’ll have
plenty of designs to choose from, and matching your home’s
exterior as well as your backyard or patio’s overall design
shouldn’t be a problem. A stucco finish adds texture and can
offer a Mediterranean or Southwest aesthetic, while brick is
classic and stands the test of time. A natural stone surround
lends itself to a more rustic feel. Consider adding interest to
the inside of your fireplace by laying brick in a herringbone or
other pattern. And coordinate with your interior living spaces
by including a stone, wood or other mantel design.
FUEL
There are two camps of fire lovers in this world — gas and
wood burning — both equally enthusiastic about their chosen
method. No doubt, wood provides the most natural ambience
and is easy to install, but it can cause a lot of smoke and is difficult to get licensed in some areas. Gas is smoke-free, which
means no chimney is required, and it’s typically safer than
wood. However, gas fireplaces require pipeline installation before building the fireplace. u
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Design | Commercial

ARCHITECTURAL FÊTE
for Performing Arts

A brightly illuminated curtain of perforated steel stands out
in San Antonio’s downtown skyline. As one approaches, the
curtain parts to reveal the historic 1920’s façade of what was
originally the Municipal Auditorium, and is known today as

O

the Tobin Center for the Performing Arts.

riginally, the 4,500-seat Municipal Auditorium was the site of high school graduations,
citizenship ceremonies, concerts and the
Fiesta Coronation. The beautiful, classically
designed structure of stacked limestone
was nevertheless outdated and underutilized, despite its plum location in the heart of downtown and
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By Angela Rabke
Photography by Ed Lacasse

on the banks of the San Antonio River. The old building suffered
through a fire in the 1970’s and didn’t meet current safety or
ADA standards. Despite a large number of seats, the stage house
didn’t meet current dimensions or acoustical requirements for
performances. It was large, beloved and fairly obsolete.
The City assigned the task of transforming the property into
a world-class performing arts center to an architectural partnership between LMN Architects of Seattle, a firm with extensive experience in theater design, and San Antonio’s Marmon
Mok Architecture. The team included a large engineering and
technical team as well.
Mary Bartlett, a partner at Marmon Mok, was a project
manager. “The design began with an extensive evaluation to
see what could be saved and reused,” she shared. “Keeping the
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historic front of the auditorium was crucial. Keeping that history intact was very important and we knew that many people
loved the original facade.” Ultimately, the team decided to
scoop out the middle while preserving the front of the building. Another challenge was creating a connection to the San
Antonio River. At the time, the site had a 20-foot sheer wall
that disconnected the two entities to such a degree that the
building wasn’t visible from the River Walk. “A lot of planning
and design went into creating a functional connection to the
river,” says Bartlett. The team created an urban park, originally called the Veterans Memorial Portal, and now the park
creates a peaceful pedestrian connection from the river up to
the street level, where the Veteran’s Memorial Park is located.
The open-air venue invites visitors to enjoy and participate in

Tobin Center events like
free concerts and movies under the stars, and
utilizes stacked limestone pieces from the
original building.
The team left no
stone unturned in their
quest to create unique and customized experiences in the interior spaces. “This project was intended to be a gift to the
entire city, and it really is,” says Bartlett. “People can explore
three different theater spaces and have an entirely different
experience each time.” The HEB Hall is the largest, with just
over 1,700 seats and 27 boxes. LED lighting on the wall is cus-
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tomizable, and an especially unique feature of the space is the
flat-floor system — the only one in the country. This system
basically enables the staff to flip the seats over and create different configurations, like dance floors, seated dinner receptions or standing room only concerts. The integration of this
system, along with a full-service kitchen, allows the building
to operate and be fully functional for banquets and multiple
events each day.
Another fascinating aspect of the design process was acoustical planning. “There is a lot about the Tobin Center that is
highly technical,” said Mary. “We needed to create a space
where you can hear every instrument with clarity during a
Symphony performance — but during a Ballet performance,
the sounds of the dancers’ shoes shouldn’t travel.” To achieve
such acoustic excellence, the HEB Hall needed tremendous
height, while the more intimate studio theater, with 250-seats,
required a different volume. The architects were challenged
with fitting a main theater, a community theater and an outdoor venue that could schedule events concurrently. They
united the disparate parts of the building with the dramatic
(and bird proof!) metal curtain. Their acoustic wizardry was
successful, as all three venues can have a show running simultaneously without creating interruptions. Additionally, the Tobin often simulcasts performances on the outdoor video wall
so that the community can enjoy a show, free of charge.

With the addition of the Tobin Center, art and cultural opportunities have flourished. Now that the Symphony has
moved from the Majestic Theatre to the Tobin, they are better
able to offer more Broadway performances, while the Symphony benefits from the state-of-the-art acoustics. The development of River North now puts the Tobin at the geographic
center of the River Walk and encourages visitors and locals to
further explore downtown.
To accommodate additional traffic, the firm was tasked with
the design of a new parking garage to serve the Tobin Center
and adjacent businesses. The design challenge was to create a
functional building on an unusual triangular site and respect
the aesthetics of the surrounding historic buildings. The result
is masonry at the pedestrian level including inlaid decorative
tile panels – rising to a metal screen enclosure of the parking
floors that emulates the metal “veil” of the Tobin Center expansion. An outdoor plaza provides space for proposed commercial properties.
“The Tobin Center has really put San Antonio on the map
when it comes to performing arts,” says Bartlett. “It is a badge
of honor for performers, and is getting global attention — yet
it’s right here in our backyard as a community resource.” u
ARCHITECT Marmon Mok Architecture
210-223-9492 | www.marmonmok.com
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CUSTOM IRON WORK

TAKING STEPS TO

MAKE A STATEMENT
Stairs were invented to get people from one place to another. But who says they have to be boring?
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Is there any design element that more perfectly combines
form with function? At San Marcos Iron Doors, designing and
building stunning staircases are some of our favorite projects.
We can bring any iron staircase project to life from the ground
up during a custom build, or renovate an existing staircase using elegant custom ironwork to go from boring to beautiful.
First, the practical. Safety is key with any kind of structure,
especially one that gets a vigorous workout every single day
from adults, kids, pets and guests. With a durable iron staircase,
gone are rickety railings and shaky steps. As for maintenance,
it’s practically nonexistent — if the staircase is not exposed to
the elements, no painting or heavy cleaning is required.
With the industrial look at peak popularity, iron staircases are right on trend with some of today’s hottest design
features: cable railings provide increased stability with a
minimalist touch; and wood-covered iron stairs anchored
on the sides rather than underneath create the illusion of
steps that “float” their way to the top. Sleek, no-climb glass
railings are the perfect complement for iron staircases in a
contemporary design.
Although a custom build offers a
great opportunity
for homeowners to
get their staircases
right from the beginning, staircase renovations can be equally stunning. In traditional settings,
elaborate custom scrollwork replaces cookie cutter design; gold
After
paint lends an elegant touch. For
one project, we used copper-colored paint on a spiral staircase
leading to a basement wine cellar for a unique Old World look.
Clients always decide exactly how much they want redone. We
can replace only the railing, or remove certain steps to change
the shape and direction of a staircase. Even the smallest change
can make all the difference, like replacing traditional wooden
spindles with iron pickets to create a cleaner line.
Graceful, dramatic, grand or quirky — an iron staircase from
San Marcos Iron Doors can transform a space and give it an entirely new look, a new feel and a new vibe. Step by step. u

San Marcos Iron Doors
is the premiere custom
wrought iron door company in the market with 35
years’ experience in handcrafted doors, railings,
staircases, furniture, sculptures and much more. They have
four Texas locations with showrooms at 2525 IH35 South, San
Marcos, 512-949-3667; 219 West Nakoma, San Antonio, 210651-3201; and their newest location in San Antonio at 18730
Stone Oak Parkway, 210-446-4459. For more information, visit
www.sanmarcosirondoors.com.
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CUSTOM DOORS

CURB
APPEAL
By Claudia Alarcon
Photography courtesy of The Front Door Company

When it comes to curb appeal, few things catch
the eye as much as an attractive front door.
As the gateway to the home, a front door should
offer a warm welcome as well as security to
friends and family. While most may think it a
minor detail, choosing the right front door is an
important aspect of any design, build or
remodel. Consulting with a reliable
professional should be a first step in the process.

WROUGHT IRON

The Front Door Company is a family owned and operated
business serving the San Antonio and Austin communities
since 1981. Steve and Susan Hampton started out selling
stained glass and glass panels for doors and windows, and by
customer demand, they began manufacturing wood doors a
few years later. “We have since then evolved into a full service
residential door company offering sales and installation of various lines of wood, fiberglass and wrought iron entry doors,”
says their son Ryan, who is now the company’s president. “We
work with home builders, remodelers, designers and homeowners on both new construction and remodels. What makes
us unique is the variety of door product lines we offer — wood,
fiberglass, wrought iron, aluminum — and our ability to offer
a turn-key job with in-house finishers and installers.”
The Hamptons also offer one-on-one consultations, personal service and competitive pricing. At their San Antonio and
Austin showrooms they feature over seventy-five doors on display, as well as custom sizes, designs, sidelites and transoms
to make sure the entryway enhances the look of your home

and reflects your individual style. They can provide selection
guides and packages for builders and designers to share with
clients as well.
But with so many options available in material and design,
how can homeowners make the right choice? “Whether in
wood, fiberglass or iron, the general style trend we are seeing are simple designs with clean lines,” says Ryan. “In most
cases, the design of the door is typically more important to tie
into the architectural style than the material of which the door
is constructed. The exception is when the beauty and look of
wood is desired. Examples of this can span across most architectural styles. Many homes are now blending modern and
rustic [styles] by incorporating simple clean straight lines and
natural elements like stone and wood beams.”
The amount of weather exposure typically determines what
type of door will be most suitable for a home. “A well-protected entry allows us to use any material desired,” says Ryan. “In
most situations, when an entry is protected from harsh exposure, our customers prefer the natural beauty of wood. Wood
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FIBERGLASS

ALDER

MAHOGANY

performs best when there is minimal direct sun exposure with
adequate porch cover. For entries with severe exposure, iron
and fiberglass doors withstand the elements and look and perform better than wood. We’ve seen a steady increase in sales
of fiberglass and iron doors through recent years, but wood
doors still make up the majority of our business.”
Much of this increase in fiberglass and iron can be attributed to homeowners who are looking for long lasting, lower
maintenance products. With many new contemporary homes
featuring higher roof lines and less cover, fiberglass and iron
doors can offer the look preferred for virtually any style of
home. Sidelites and transoms work well with all types of
doors, but fiberglass can have more limitations to shapes and
ability to customize.
The material you chose will depend on your specific situation and preference, but the Hamptons have provided a few
pros and cons for you to consider while shopping for the perfect entry to your home.

WOOD
Advantages: natural and unique beauty, good insulator,
relatively inexpensive.
Disadvantages: can require maintenance depending on
weather exposure.
METAL (wrought iron/steel)
Advantages: durability, security, low maintenance, each
door is made per order so the ability to customize is
virtually endless.
Disadvantages: less energy efficient than wood
or fiberglass.
FIBERGLASS
Advantages: durability, low maintenance, most energy
efficient of the three materials, technology
advancements allow for a realistic wood look with strong
weather durability.
Disadvantages: limitations on styles and customization. u
THE FRONT DOOR COMPANY
San Antonio: 210-340-3141 | Austin: 512-459-9034
www.thefrontdoorco.com
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CUSTOM WOODWORKING

THE
ART AND
CRAFT OF
WOODWORKING

By Angela Rabke
Photography courtesy of
DeVos Woodworking

Twenty-five years ago, Dan Vos bought himself
a table saw. He had spent a couple of years
recovering from some surgeries and was
interested in developing a new hobby. “I taught
myself, and my first project was a pretty awful
little book shelf,” he shares. Then he built a wall
shelf for a neighbor. Shortly after, he made a
potting bench and put it out at a friend’s
Farmer’s Market booth. When it was purchased,
he knew that he was on to something longlasting. “That was the beginning,” he remembers.
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Today he owns and operates DeVos Woodworking, located in
Dripping Springs. Vos and his team of eight employees specialize in custom solid wood pieces like bar and counter tops, dining
tables and other furniture. Their clients are primarily residential, but corporate clients such as hotels and restaurants have
often relied on DeVos expertise for reception desks, custom
conference tables and high-end bar tops. The team crafts their
pieces out of solid wood imported from small mills all over the
country, as well as Costa Rica. They work with dozens of different species, ranging from the very popular Walnut — a best
seller for ten years, to Texas Mesquite — a personal favorite for
Vos, to Guanacaste — the national tree of Costa Rica. Each slab
of wood has a unique personality that the custom woodworkers
and fabricators translate to their pieces.
The shop, while capable of cabinetry, is not a cabinet shop, and
Vos prefers to keep their focus on the solid pieces they’ve built the
brand on. “We are one of very few residential companies in Texas
that does this,” says Vos. He personally trains each employee
in the high-tech shop, and employees are proud of the beautiful
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products. “It takes 30-50 hours
to complete something like an
inlaid table,” he shares. But the
time is well spent and results in
completely original pieces. A favorite example of their made-toorder approach is the Captain’s
tables for the State Rooms of
U.S. Coast Guard cutters that
DeVos creates. Each small Maple table is inlaid with the ship’s
unique insignia. Another client in Michigan requested a topographic map inlay set in a very special piece of wood. Materials
that can be used for inlay work include different colored contrasting woods, crushed Turquoise, copper/brass/aluminum shavings,
solid metals and of course epoxy resins with various colored dyes.
While Vos and his team can and do produce a wide range of
styles, he is personally inspired by Asian and Japanese work,
and his personal preference is for simple and clean lines. “I
really like to depend on the beauty of the wood to do at least
half of the talking,” he shares. In order to create the best possible piece for each client, the process always includes an indepth interview. “I really want to understand how they will
use it. What is their style, how do they live? Do they cook or
entertain?” These questions are an important piece of making

sure the end result is a perfect
match. “We really like to educate people and show them all
of their options so that they
can make a good choice.”
Vos, who also works with
metal, now spends most of his
time in business management
and project design, trusting the
staff to execute most of the projects. “When we started, no one
else was doing this, so we have been able to personally train
everyone and we are the best in this field.” He jokes that he still
makes the decision on “money cuts,” when a giant slab of expensive wood (often worth several thousands of dollars) needs
to be cut. “You only get one shot, and you have to be sure you’re
making the right decision.”
Vos keeps his business focused on the customers and the enduring products he creates for them. “We are a small, familyowned business, and we take pride in great customer service
and beautiful products. We’re proud of what we do and how we
do it, and we can do just about anything.” u
DEVOS WOODWORKING
512-894-0464 | www.devoswoodworking.com
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trends | wine storage
wine storage 101

tips for at-home

WINE
STORAGE

Wine Storage Options

The Starter Collection

There are a few ways you can store
your wine, depending on what kind
of collection you’d like to have.

Here is a good starter case of wine
that can change over a couple of
years, giving you a hint as to how it
will age.

Wine Cellar
An obvious choice, especially if
you have the space for it. Get some
racks, lay the wine down and close
the door.
Wine Closet
A spare closet in the house can be
re-purposed into a wine closet with
minimal changes; super convenient
for an everyday wine lover.
Wine Cooler
They can be placed almost anywhere, and a constant temperature
and humidity are easy to maintain.

California Bubbly
Mâcon from France
American Chardonnay
California Cabernet
American Syrah
American Pinot Noir
German Riesling
Good Chianti
Mid-range Bordeaux
Inexpensive Bordeaux
Red Rhône
Sauternes Dessert Wine
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Most wines found in supermarkets and wine
warehouses are meant to be consumed in a week
or less, once purchased. On the other hand, if
you’re looking to start a collection of fine wines
and store them to mature for months or years,
we’ve compiled a few tips to get you started.
Though a lot of wine enthusiasts quibble over the
“best” way to store fine wines, these general tips
can be agreed upon by all, and cover (among other things) three things that have direct impact on
a wine’s condition: temperature, humidity and
light. In the most ideal conditions, your fine wine
will age more quickly when proper care is taken.
CONSTANT TEMPERATURE – If you’re aging
wine for over a year, the wine storage temperature should never go above 70˚F. At this temperature, wine begins to oxidize, changing the aromas
and flavors. The ideal temperature for a varied collection is probably around 54˚F. Anything lower is
acceptable, but will slow the aging process. Overall, be sure the atmosphere never fluctuates more
than 3˚F in a day and 5˚F over the course of a year.
THE DARK ROOM – Store wines away from
all light, especially direct sunlight. UV rays can
prematurely age the wine and give it an unpleasant smell. Regular household bulbs probably
won’t damage the wine, but it can certainly fade
the labels. If you can’t keep the bottle totally in
the dark, wrap it in cloth or keep it in a box.
HIGH HUMIDITY – Believe it or not, 70 percent humidity is ideal for wine storage. This level
of moist air keeps the cork from drying out and
minimizes evaporation of the wine or damage to
the taste. Anything over 70 percent can encourage mold growth and loosening of labels, so keep
an eye out.
SIDE EFFECT – Storing wine on its side makes
it easier to spot sediments that may develop over
time, it’s space-efficient and for those planning
on long-term storage, the wine against the cork
protects it from drying out. Plus – it’s a nice way
to display your labels.
ISOLATION – Wine “breathes,” so be sure to
store it away from strong odors that can seep
into the porous cork and taint the wine. Good
ventilation should help any musty odors that
form in a cool, dark room.
TIMING IS KEY – Red wines can be stored
for anywhere between 2-20 years to mature, but
most white wines should be consumed within
two to three years of storage. u
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2018

taurant News. Expect more main courses
such as rotisserie cauliflower, jackfruit
tacos and hominy ceviche, as well as a
continued rise in flexitarianism, meaning
a mostly plant-based diet with minimal
consumption of meat and dairy products.
In San Antonio, Southtown favorites Bliss
and Feast have several vegetarian options
on their menus.

FOOD
TRENDS
By Claudia Alarcon

Every year, Whole Foods Market and
National Restaurant News release
their predictions of the hot food
trends for the coming year.
For 2018, they are predicting things like super
powders (think matcha and spirulina) and
plant-based foods beyond veggie burgers. While
some of these trends may not sound appealing to
everyone, others are piquing our interests.
FLORAL FLAVORS
Whole Foods predicts more flower-infused dishes and edible flowers used as more than pretty garnishes. Botanical
flavors will find their way into drinks and snacks for a subtly
sweet taste and fresh aromas. Look for flowers used like herbs
in things such as lavender lattés, rose-flavored everything, hot
and iced hibiscus teas and elderflower in cocktails. In Austin,
El Chipirón tapas bar is already ahead of the trend with their
amazing gin and tonics featuring rose petals and edible flowers.
MIDDLE EASTERN CUISINE
Things like hummus, tabouli and falafel hit the mainstream
a long time ago. But Whole Foods experts believe that consumers are ready to explore deeper traditions and regional nuances
of Middle Eastern cultures. Persian, Israeli, Moroccan, Syrian
and Lebanese influences will make more appearances in menus
with items like shakshuka, grilled halloumi and lamb dishes
spiced with harissa, cardamom and za’atar. Fast-casual concept
MezzeMe in Austin is serving these items in build-your-own
plate and bowl formats.
VEGETABLE ENTRÉES
Plant-based diets and dishes continue to grow in popularity.
Although they are nothing new, vegetable main dishes will become more prevalent in restaurants, according to National Res60 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

PLANT-BASED PRODUCTS
Through science and technology, food
manufacturers are manipulating plantbased ingredients and proteins to create
alternatives like the “bleeding” vegan
burger, sushi-grade “not-tuna” made
from tomatoes, and new varieties of nut
milks and yogurts made from pili nuts,
EL CHIPIRÓN
peas, bananas, macadamia nuts and pecans. These items are also appealing to meat and dairy eaters.
Dairy-free indulgences like vegan frosting, brownies, ice cream
and crème brûlée are getting so delicious that non-vegans won’t
know the difference. Hopdoddy Burger Bars across Texas are
already serving plant-based “bleeding” burger patties.
NO-WASTE COOKING
Proponents of this movement, also known as root-to-stem
and nose-to-tail, seek to cut back on food waste by utilizing as
much of the plant or animal as possible. While nose-to-tail has
been in vogue for some time, root-to-stem cooking makes use of
the entire fruit or vegetable, including stems or leaves that are
less commonly eaten. Recipes like pickled watermelon rinds,
beet-green pesto or broccoli-stem slaw will feature more prominently on restaurant menus and grocery shelves.
SPARKLERS
Get ready for an explosion of sparkling beverages, from flavored water to cold brew coffee. Thanks to the popularity of La
Croix, and upon the sale of beloved Topo Chico to Coca-Cola, a
couple of Austin-based alternatives have appeared in the market.
Waterloo Sparkling Water comes in flavors like coconut, watermelon and black cherry, and Big Swig, the latest newcomer, features key lime and grapefruit flavors aside from a natural option.
MOCKTAILS
High-end, non-alcoholic cocktails are a hot commodity these
days. House-made sodas, fruit and vegetable juice blends and
other booze-free drinks are also gaining popularity. Austin faves
Garage Lounge and Holy Roller are at the top of our list when
it comes to these trendsetting libations. At home, you can use
the aforementioned sparkling waters as a key ingredient in this
drinking trend. u
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REMODELER’S ADVICE

NARI ANNOUNCES

2017 WINNERS!
OVERALL CONTRACTOR
OF THE YEAR
Austin: CG&S Design-Build
San Antonio: CROSS
BASEMENT OVER $100,000
Austin: Watermark & Company
RESIDENTIAL BATH
UNDER $25,000
Austin: Realty Restoration, LLC
with Twelve Stones Designs
San Antonio: BRC Remodeling
RESIDENTIAL BATH
$25,001 TO $50,000
Austin: Adams Company with
Twelve Stones Designs
San Antonio: Haven Design and
Construction
RESIDENTIAL BATH
$50,001 TO $75,000
Austin: Top-Notch Renovations with
Dawn Hearn Interior Design
RESIDENTIAL BATH
$75,001 TO $100,000
San Antonio: CROSS
RESIDENTIAL KITCHEN
$30,000 TO $60,000
Austin: Adams Company
with Bartush Design
San Antonio: Haven Design and
Construction
RESIDENTIAL KITCHEN
$60,001 TO $100,000
Austin: Adams Company
San Antonio: Haven Design and
Construction
RESIDENTIAL KITCHEN
$100,001 TO $150,000
Austin: CG&S Design-Build
San Antonio: CROSS
RESIDENTIAL KITCHEN
OVER $150,000
Austin: David Wilkes Builders
RESIDENTIAL INTERIOR
UNDER $75,000
Austin: Adams Company
RESIDENTIAL INTERIOR
$75,001 TO $150,000
Austin: Avenue B Development, LLC

RESIDENTIAL INTERIOR
OVER $150,000
Austin: CG&S Design-Build
RESIDENTIAL ADDITION
$100,000 TO $250,000
Austin: Austin Impressions Inc.
RESIDENTIAL ADDITION
OVER $250,000
Austin: RRS Design + Build
RESIDENTIAL EXTERIOR
UNDER $100,000
Austin: Adams Company
RESIDENTIAL DETACHED
STRUCTURE
Austin: Buildworks, LLC
RESIDENTIAL INTERIOR
ELEMENT UNDER $30,000
Austin: Realty Restoration, LLC
with Twelve Stones Designs
San Antonio: BRC Remodeling
RESIDENTIAL INTERIOR
ELEMENT OVER $30,000
Austin: Realty Restoration, LLC
with Twelve Stones Designs
San Antonio: CROSS
RESIDENTIAL LANDSCAPE
DESIGN/OUTDOOR LIVING
UNDER $60,000
Austin: CG&S Design-Build
RESIDENTIAL LANDSCAPE
DESIGN/ OUTDOOR LIVING
OVER $60,000
Austin: Audino Construction, Inc.
ENTIRE HOUSE UNDER $250,000
Austin: Clark Richardson Architects
San Antonio: BRC Remodeling
ENTIRE HOUSE
$250,001 TO $500,000
Austin: Camelot Custom Homes
ENTIRE HOUSE
$500,001 TO $750,000
Austin: Austin Impressions Inc.
ENTIRE HOUSE OVER $1,000,000
Austin: CG&S Design-Build
San Antonio: CROSS

Congratulations to all of the 2017 Winners! For the complete list of categories
and winners, including the 2017 BUZZ Award winners,
visit www.austinnari.org and www.remodelsanantonio.org.

ALPHA GRANITE & TILE is proud to bring you
MaxFine, the original large format porcelain panels.
MaxFine opens up a new dimension in horizontal
and vertical surfaces. This technology allows you
to cover large areas with minimal grout lines and the
most beautiful colors and designs in the world.
Bring the veins of Calacatta Marble to life with the
durability of MaxFine Porcelain Panels.
Gone are the days of stains and the need of sealers to
protect your marble surfaces. MaxFine brings it all to life!
CALL US TODAY FOR MORE INFO.
915 W. Howard Ln., Austin, TX 78753
512-834-8746

www. al phagr ani teaus ti n .c o m
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SAY IT
WITH

FLOWERS...
...and a sensual succulent or some festive moss.

This Valentine’s Day, branch out in picking gifts
GINGER DIAZ | DIAZ & DIAZ PHOTOGRAPHY

for your friends, lovers and others.
NO. 9 FLORAL AND GIFTS, SAN ANTONIO
www.statueofdesign.com, 210-829-0636
In 2017, David Garcia was
already running a nine-yearold successful wedding and
event biz with his San Antonio-based Statue of Design,
fashioning floral creations for
high-end clients and glittering
galas at the Tobin Center for
the Performing Arts.
Expanding the company
was a chance for Garcia to
go back to his retail roots with the opening of No.9 Floral and
Gifts, a nod to the exotic apothecaries in his beloved New Orleans. “It’s a little bit of the French Creole and Mexican culture
clash combined to create unique, funky arrangements and
products.” Both Statue of Design and No. 9 Floral and Gifts
share space in his shop on McCullough.
As a 16-year veteran of the floral industry, Garcia was never
a fan of copying arrangements out of catalogues, preferring instead “a client who is willing to give us a color palette or a theme,
like modern or traditional, and then letting us do the magic.”
A big part of that magic is the fresher-than-fresh flowers and
foliage that come through a Florida wholesaler from Chile, Holland, Peru, Ecuador and more. Of the orchids, roses, tropicals,
gingers and proteas he says, “They come straight from the farm
and aren’t sitting around.”
Neither is Garcia. His latest venture is working with a Uvalde ceramicist on custom vessels, like a bust-turned-vase of
Frida Kahlo’s head that sports a fresh floral crown. “I like the
idea of creating things that are unique to our store and that
only we carry.”
David’s V-Day gift tip: “Our milagro heart custom-made
wooden boxes. We design all of our dozen rose arrangements
in those.” Party tip: “Combine produce and floral. For a private
dinner for Eva Longoria we did a 30-foot-long tabletop hedge of
red apples and tucked in premium white phalaenopsis orchids.”
62 HOME DESIGN & DECOR AUSTIN-SAN ANTONIO |

ARTICULTURE DESIGNS, AUSTIN
www.articulturedesigns.com, 512-762-5228
Like many great companies (and bands) Articulture Designs
was birthed in a garage. Even in humble surroundings, the
mix of art and horticulture expertly blended by “artrepreneur”
founder Monique Capanelli quickly turned heads.
“Within the first year of launch I realized that we had tapped
into something that had greater potential,” says the Californiaborn Capanelli, who now presides over a full-scale, thoroughly
green (“we are a zero waste facility”) 2,200-square-foot garden
studio/boutique on nearly a half-acre on Manchaca Street in
South Austin.
There, she and her staff of “articulturists” create, produce
and market interior botanical design (living walls are their signature works), a custom living furniture line, event décor, design classes, on-site weddings and more — making sure clients
like Whole Foods, Shake Shack, Hulu, TED talks and the Four
Seasons stay happy.
How could they not? Living walls — often the client’s logo in
air plants, moss and other low-maintenance life forms, are the
monumental hit of any space. And practical. “In towns that are
growing at the rate we are, going vertical is utilitarian.” For residential customers, too. “They may only have a 900-square-foot
high rise, but they really want a garden.”
Monique’s V-Day tip: Valentine’s Day isn’t only for lovers.
“We’ve started doing handcrafted wooden boxes with woodburned sayings like I Dig You, I Heart You, Mi Amor. It’s a way to
tell everyone in your life how much you appreciate them.” Party
tip: “Living succulent heart wreaths for your door or dining table, or a succulent arrangement with fresh orchids.” For date
night: “Our class in Make a Mini Living Wall to take home.” u
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SPOTLIGHT

Design Discovery Events
Amity + Kett Architecture
and Interior Design

Amity + Kett Architecture and Interior Design
has joined San Antonio’s emerging design district. Architect Dianne Kett and interior designer
Amity Worrel specialize in residential design and
will begin a series of informative and entertaining
talks in 2018. The first topic on January 25, “Revealed: Secrets of how to work with architects, interior designers & custom builders,” will provide
insight into the distinct differences of these services, how they often overlap and ways to make
the most out of their time and expertise for the
best outcome and experience. Reservations required. www.amitykett.com

AIA Names Tiffany Robinson Long Rising Star
Tiffany Robinson Long, AIA, ACHA, RID, EDAC, NCARB, LEED AP,
Associate Partner at Marmon Mok Architecture, was recently certified by the American
College of Healthcare Architects, making her
one of three and the only woman in San Antonio with the accreditation. Specializing in
healthcare design, she believes that the quality of a patient’s surroundings has a direct
impact on a person’s well-being. She currently chairs the AIA Healthcare Knowledge
Community. www.marmonmok.com

Lights Fantastic and the Evolution of Lighting Design
Lights Fantastic continues to expand its Austin showroom product,
adding lighting icon Robert Sonneman of SONNEMAN - A Way of Light
who recently shared insight
on the future of technologyenabled design. Helping
educate local businesses and
the design-savvy community of Austin has situated
Lights Fantastic as a leading
destination for designers,
architects and homeowners.
www.lightsfantastic.com

Mays Family YMCA at Potranco and SA Public Library Branch

Henry B. Gonzalez Convention Center Expansion/Renovation

AIA San Antonio Awards Members
The AIA People + Place Awards celebrate professional achievement, design excellence and community leadership. Marmon Mok
Architecture won the Mayor’s Choice Award for the Henry B. Gonzalez Convention Center expansion and renovation and a Design
Merit Award and Community Impact Award for the Mays Family YMCA at Potranco and San Antonio Public Library branch. Tiffany
Robinson Long, AIA of Marmon Mok Architecture was awarded the Rising Star for exceptional leadership early in her career. Carolyn Peterson, FAIA of Ford Powell & Carson was honored with the Legacy Award for her distinguished leadership and dedication to
the profession of architecture, and Sue Ann Pemberton, FAIA of Mainstreet Architects was named the Community Partner for her
commitment to community service. www.aiasa.org
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arts and culture

SPOTLIGHT

Wander, A Digital Art Installation
Through Downtown Austin

Texas Modern
This newly released book offers a close look into the Lone
Star State’s innovative contemporary architecture and design
scenes. Showcasing a stunning range of modern homes, this
book is set out with beautiful full-color photography and laden
with intricate plans and drawings, delving into the finer details
of trending architectural styles. Published by The Images Publishing Group. Available on Amazon.

Austin’s Art in Public Places announces Wander, a new public artwork that offers a choose-your-own-adventure throughout the downtown area using a mobile app and landmarks.
Choose between four unique journeys while listening to a series of chapters written by Austin writers and accompanied by
works from local illustrators. This unique experience is appropriate for children and adults. www.wanderatx.com

UNESCO Creative Cities Network Names
San Antonio and Austin

San Antonio 1718: Art from Viceregal Mexico
A Tricentennial Exhibition
Celebrating San Antonio’s 300th
anniversary, San Antonio 1718: Art
from Viceregal Mexico tells the
story of the city’s first century
through more than 100 landscapes,
portraits, narrative paintings,
sculptures and devotional objects.
www.samuseum.org
Cristóbal de Villapando (New
Spain, 1645-1714), The Mystical
City of God (La Ciudad mistica de
Dios), 1706
Oil on canvas, h. 71 in. (180 cm); w. 45 in. (114 cm), Museo de
Guadalupe, 10-4996, Scretaría de Cultura, INAH, MX. Zacatecas, México.

WWW.VISITSANANTONIO.COM

San Antonio was recently designated a UNESCO Creative
City of Gastronomy, making it the second city in the U.S. to
earn the distinction and the first in Texas. San Antonio’s culinary heritage reflects a melting pot of cultures, and local chefs
are celebrating this through preservation and innovation.
Austin has held the UNESCO Creative City of Media Arts
designation since 2015, being recognized for its many progressive industries including music, film, digital entertainment, galleries and festivals that contribute more than $4.35
billion annually.
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ADVERTISER INDEX

ASSOCIATIONS

INTERIOR DESIGN

Austin NARI
www.austinnari.org
512-375-2601

Bella Villa Design
www.bellavillads.com
512-443-3200

NARI San Antonio
www.remodelsanantonio.org
210-826-7200

Catrina’s Interiors
www.catrinasinteriors.com
830-331-9010/210-535-3070

CUSTOM CABINETRY & DESIGN
KingWood Fine Cabinetry
www.kingwoodcabinets.com
830-990-0565

Panache Interiors
www.panacheinteriors.com
512-452-7773

KITCHEN & BATH
CUSTOM METAL WORK
Architectural Metal Solutions/
Magnolia Doors
www.ams-gr.com
210-366-0490
San Marcos Iron Doors
www.sanmarcosirondoors.com
San Antonio: 210-774-4606
San Marcos: 512-371-0313

Cosentino Center Austin
www.northamericacosentinocenter.com
512-386-7791
Ferguson Bath, Kitchen
& Lighting Gallery
www.fergusonshowrooms.com
Austin: 512-445-5140
San Antonio: 210-344-3013

MASTER-PLANNED
COMMUNITIES
The Reserve at Lake Travis
www.reserveatlaketravis.com
800-214-3142

OUTDOOR LIVING
Acme Brick
Austin: brick.com/aus
512-244-7600
San Antonio: brick.com/sat
210-493-2612

POOLS
Liquid Assets
www.liquidassets-pools.com
Austin: 512-444-5444
San Antonio: 210-680-7665

WINDOWS & DOORS
The Front Door Company
www.thefrontdoorco.com
Austin: 512-459-9034
San Antonio: 210-340-3141

DeVos Custom Woodworking
www.devoswoodworking.com
512-894-0464

Parrish and Company
www.parrishandcompany.com
Round Rock: 512-835-0937
San Antonio: 830-980-9595
Downtown San Antonio: 210-255-1125

GRANITE, STONE & FLOORING

LANDSCAPING

Alpha Granite & Tile
www.alphagraniteaustin.com
512-834-8746

Acacia Landscape and Design
www.acacialandscapeanddesign.com
830-816-3200

Timeless Interiors
www.timelessinteriorstx.com
512-835-8453

LIGHTING

WINDOW COVERINGS
& AWNINGS

Lights Fantastic
www.lightsfantastic.com
512-452-9511

Austintatious Blinds and Shutters
www.austintatiousblinds.com
512-608-0302

LUMBER

Texas Sun & Shade
www.txsunandshade.com
512-402-0990

CUSTOM WOODWORKING

Guido Doors, Windows, Millwork
www.guidolumber.com
210-344-8321
Premier Windows & Doors
www.premierwindowsatx.com
512-553-4102

HOME REMODELING
CROSS
www.cross-tx.com
210-826-7200

Guido Doors, Windows, Millwork
www.guidolumber.com
210-344-8321

Realty Restoration
www.realtyrestoration.com
512-454-1661
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Austintatious Blinds and Shutters
12918 Shops Pkwy Ste 700
Bee Caves, Texas 78738
M-F: 9:00 am - 6:00 pm
Sat: 10:00 am - 5:00 pm
Sun: Closed
512-608-0302
www.austintatiousshutters.com
Call now for a free consultation or come by
our state-of-the-art showroom!

